
 

September 2016 Newsletter 

 
Calendar of Events: 
(New Saturday meetings start at 9 A.M.) 

 

Saturday, Sept. 10th- Saunders Boxwood Workshop 

led by Estella Flather. 

Oct. 6th- Meeting changed to Oct.22nd. 

Oct. 13-16th- LSBF Convention. 

Oct. 22nd- Regular meeting. Program TBD. 

Nov. 5-6th- Japanese Garden Fall Festival, BOD 

meeting. 

Nov. 12th- Bonsai Smith’s Workshop. 

Dec. 10th- Christmas Party. 

 

 
The subject of our September meeting will  

be boxwoods. All members attending will  

get a free boxwood to keep. 

Our next meeting is Saturday, 

September 10th! Regular meetings 

will now be on the second 

SATURDAY starting at 9 A.M.  

 

President’s Message 
By Acting President Steven Hendricks  

 

We had a welcome break from the grinding 

heat last month with two weeks of much lower 

temperatures and good rain.  I hope your yard caught 

some of the rain.   

Thanks to all of you who attended on our new 

meeting day.  I hope that this will lead to better 

attendance and new members for our group. 

As advertised, we took a vote on Mark 

Bynum’s proposal to sponsor a pilot display at the 

Japanese Gardens.  It passed handily. A committee 

has been appointed to oversee this program and the 

committee will be passing information back to the 

membership as the project moves forward. 

After the meeting six of us went for lunch at 

the Flying Fish.  That is going to be our default 

restaurant for the near future.  I hope more of you 

will join us in the coming months. 

Next month is the annual Lone Star Bonsai 

Federation (LSBF) State Convention.  It happens on 

October 13 – 16 in Corpus Christi.  Having been to 

the Corpus conventions several times I can tell you 

that they always put on a good show.  You can find 

out more information on the Corpus Christi club’s 

website “corpuschristibonsaiclub.org” or the LSBF’s 

website “lonestarbonsai.org”. 

Mark your calendars.  In October we won’t 

be able to meet on the second Saturday as that 

weekend the meeting rooms are reserved for the 

annual “Cavalcade of Flowers.”  We will be meeting 

on the third Saturday, October 22. 

 

From our Program Chairman  

Steven Hendricks- 

September Program:  
We have a treat for our club members this 

month.  We are offering a free tree and a design 

workshop for all of our club members.  The club has 

a number of very nice Sauder’s boxwoods that were 

dug out of a former members’ back yard.  Most are 



12” to 15” tall and have 1” or better trunk diameters.  

There are also smaller boxwoods that would be 

perfect for shohin bonsai.  (Shame on you if you 

don’t know what “shohin” is after last month’s 

meeting.) This is a rare opportunity to get some 

nice quality bonsai material free!  Even if you 

don’t need another tree, members are encouraged to 

come and help style one of the boxwoods so that we 

can sell them later to raise money for the club.  

Workshop participants will draw lots with the #1 lot 

getting first choice of a tree, etc. 

The workshop will be led by our own Estella 

Flather.  Estella is the founder of our club and has 

many years of design experience both through the 

club activities and in her own bonsai nursery 

“Artistic Plants.”  

 

Last Month’s Program: 

John Miller on Shohin 

 
John brought lots of examples of how to develop 

small sized bonsai. 

 
John presented a great program on small sized 

bonsai and how to create them. 

Permanent Bonsai Collection 

at the Botanic Garden 
 

 
Mark and Steven explain how the vote about the 

Japanese Garden collection will be held. 

 

 
Members voted by secret ballot. The results were 

immediately counted and the pilot program for the 

Japanese Garden Bonsai Collection was approved. 

 

 

 Spotlight on Boxwoods 
By Estella Flather 

            Boxwood is a common nursery 

plant here in Texas primarily grown   for 

hedges. In Europe, English boxwood, Buxus 

sempervirens, has a long history of use as decorative 

hedges for topiary and ornamental gardens where it would 

be sheared into fancy shapes. The fact that boxwood is a 

reliable plant for growing in the yard should not deter 

anyone from using them as bonsai.  Sometimes we don’t 

appreciate the special qualities of boxwood for use as 

bonsai just because everyone’s got them growing around 



their houses. In fact a good source of boxwood material is 

old hedges that are being ripped out and replaced. 

Boxwoods grow easily in pots, respond well to pruning 

and are a beautiful and reliable bonsai material. 

The most frequently found boxwood in Texas 

nurseries is Japanese Littleleaf Box, Buxus microphylla 

japonica. Because boxwoods can have variable growth 

habits there are many named cultivars that have been 

developed, such as “Winter Gem”, a variety that keeps a 

better green color during the winter, rather than bronzing 

or turning brown like some forms of Japanese Box. 

“Korean Box” and “Kingsville Boxwood” are considered 

to be forms of Buxus microphylla. All the boxwood 

varieties make beautiful bonsai, so don’t worry too much 

about which variety you may have. 

As with most bonsai, boxwoods do well outside 

with full morning sun and afternoon shade. Some shelter 

from temperatures below 30̊ should be provided in the 

winter. They can be grown in the house, but they really 

don’t get enough light unless supplemental light is given. 

Boxwoods have two main growth spurts each 

year, they are most active in the Spring and have a 

secondary growing period in the Fall. It is best to do 

repotting on established plants in the Spring, but I have 

been successful repotting nursery stock all year round. 

Boxwoods grow well in any well drained soil mix. 
Boxwoods have fibrous roots that are brittle, rather than 

long flexible roots like elms or maples. Trying to comb 

out the root ball of a boxwood breaks and damages the 

roots, so I use scissors to trim back the rootball without 

combing out the roots. If the tree is planted in dense clay 

soil you may need to try to remove as much of the old soil 

as you can because the roots can’t grow well in clay soil. 

If there are not plenty of healthy white roots you may need 

to take time to develop better roots in a training pot and 

replace the bad soil slowly over several years. A large 

training pot also helps trees that have been field grown or 

dug from landscapes to develop strong roots.  

Boxwoods do not have a lot of pests. 

Occasionally a leaf miner may attack the leaves. If you 

notice trails appearing within the leaves you need to treat 

with a systemic pesticide, one that gets inside the plant to 

kill the miners. If there are only one or two damaged 

leaves you can pick off and destroy the leaves and that 

may control the pest if you catch it soon enough.  

The main disease problem of boxwood is fungus 

or mildew disease. This can be caused by soil that does 

not drain well, lack of proper light, overwatering or poor 

air circulation. Remember that boxwoods in the landscape 

like plenty of sun and not too much water, so don’t baby 

your boxwoods to death by overwatering or keeping them 

in too much shade. If you do notice twigs dying back, 

especially from the tips, you will need to use a fungicide 

to stop the disease. Spraying with neem oil, an organic 

pesticide, can prevent a lot of disease and insect problems, 

but major infestations may need the use of stronger 

chemical pesticides. Boxwoods can get sunburned if they 

are moved from inside the house or a shady place to full 

sun too rapidly. Broadleaved evergreens need to be 

acclimated to higher light levels slowly. Sunburn usually 

shows up as brown or burned looking older foliage. 

Boxwood is a wonderful plant for bonsai and will 

provide a permanent beauty to your collection. 

 

SEPTEMBER BONSAI 

By John Miller 
Two things you can do now.  You should prepare 

your winter quarters and you should study your evergreen 

trees to determine if you need to do any restyling later on 

this fall.  Bonsai in Texas should be a year around sport, 

you don’t need to cover them completely like up north.  

Check on the place you expect to winter your 

bonsai.  

(1) Make sure that it is clean  

(2) That you will be able to check the water needs of the 

trees.   

(3) It should be somewhat protected from winds but 

should have some air movement to help prevent molds 

from developing.   

(4) Having it in a location where you can see the trees will 

allow you to enjoy the winter silhouette, i.e. the branch 

structure and twiginess, that is a great part of deciduous 

bonsai. 

(5) A mulch cover over the pots on the ground will 

minimize temperature extremes.  But be sure they will 

drain freely. 

Do not be in a great hurry to put your trees in 

winter quarters.  Keep them where you can enjoy them as 

long as possible.  That way you experience the color 

change and all that occurs in the fall.  Know when the 

freeze can be expected and then listen to the weather 

forecasts and put them down in the place prepared 

beforehand.   

Late hot weather can make for problems later on.  

If it lasts too long trees may continue their fall growth into 

November.  Then they will not have sufficient time to 

harden before the first (hard) freeze early in December.  

Some may receive a little damage.  Just keep your eye on 

the forecasts and protect your trees to the best of your 

ability.  Remember that even a thin cloth over the tree on 

the ground can raise its temperature a few degrees. 

In Sept and Oct there will still be some days with 

pretty hot temps.  So as the sun changes its angle make 

sure that the pots do not get too hot in the late afternoon 

sun.  Also watering now becomes harder.  As trees slow 

their growth they do not take as much water.  Neither will 

they transpire as much on the cooler days.  So check each 

one separately and water as often and as much as the 

individual tree requires. 

Always check the trees you still have wire on.  

When the cooler days get here some trees will expand 

their branches and get wire cuts quickly.  You can cut the 



wire off or unwrap from the end.  You can easily break 

the branches trying to unwrap the wire and it’s just not 

worth trying to save the wire.  Work from the outside end 

of the wire back so that you do not overlook a small piece 

of wire.  If you have trouble seeing or following each twist 

of the wire don’t cut, just unwrap the wire (with care). If 

you miss a turn of the wire you will create an unsightly 

bulge and the limb will probably have to be cut off.  If you 

need to reapply some wire take care to not follow the same 

path.   

Help your trees go into dormancy.  The general 

rule of thumb on fertilizers is to stop giving nitrogen early 

in September.  Flowering or fruiting trees may be 

fertilized with one that has a formulation like 0-10-10 or 

0-0-10.  They will need less water as they quit active 

growth but on warm days trees with green foliage will still 

transpire and will have need of that water.  Most tropicals 

have a dormant season also but it is usually caused by dry 

conditions rather than cold.  These types need to be 

hardened also by cutting the fertilizer to halt active growth 

and give them lighter watering.  This will enable them to 

withstand the transfer to the greenhouse better. 

Fruiting bonsai spend a lot of energy growing 

fruit.  They should not be allowed to fruit heavily each 

year.  They benefit from a light fertilization at this time.  

Flowering bonsai especially need to receive the minor 

elements. Get a good fertilizer, such as the Espoma plant-

tone fertilizers, that include the minors in their mix for 

good color development.  They should be listed on the 

label. 

There is not too much to be done on deciduous 

trees at this time.  Bugs and other problems are usually 

not a matter of concern since the foliage will be dropping 

soon.  Evergreens and tropicals will still need to be 

watched for their insect problems, especially the spider 

mite which will be active into fall.  Use the organic spray 

formula to control them.  If we should have a stretch of 

damp weather you should be watching for fungal 

problems, leaf spot, mildew, etc.  Treat fungal with 

potassium bicarbonate, (baking soda-sodium bicarbonate- 

will work about as well).  I would be okay with using a 

1% hydrogen peroxide solution at this time of the year for 

fungal control.  

The organic spray formula is one tablespoon each 

of liquid seaweed, fish emulsion, 5% apple cider vinegar, 

and molasses in one gallon of water.  Spray top and 

bottom of leaves and trunk thoroughly on a regular basis 

(7-10 days).  If you miss getting scale in their vulnerable 

crawler stage, you may have to go to a systemic. 

Pruning and trimming ‘can’ be done any time that 

there is not a lot of sap flowing but is usually advisable to 

do it during dormancy.  Sap flow is indicated by the foliar 

activity of the plant like in the spring.  If your tree went 

into summer dormancy which sometimes occurs during 

hot weather then the cooler weather might result in a 

larger sap flow in late summer or early fall.  If your plant 

gets a flush of new growth it would be advisable to 

postpone large pruning cuts for a while.  Basically let your 

tree tell you when it is ok to operate. 

 

 

The Fort Worth Bonsai Society meets most months 

on the 2nd Saturday at 9 A.M., at 3220 Botanic 

Garden Drive, Fort Worth, TX. This is the building 

where the large conservatory greenhouse is located.  

For more information see our website at: 

fortworthbonsai.org 

 

Acting President: Steven Hendricks 

 stevenhendricks@sbcglobal.com 

Vice President, Programs: Steven Hendricks 

 stevenhendricks@sbcglobal.com  

Treasurer: Mark Bynum 

 mark.bynum12@att.net 

Secretary: We need a volunteer! 

Member-at-Large: Bruce Harris 

bruce.harris1@verizon.net 

Other Positions: 

LSBF Representative: Mark Bynum 

 mark.bynum12@att.net 

Website:TJ Broullette 

terry@whisperwillow.com 

Newsletter Editor: Estella Flather    

eflather@sbcglobal.net
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